Features & Benefits of Flexsteel’s New Treatment Recliner
Flexsteel’s new treatment recliner features a contemporary look
paired with functional versatility. The wider-rolled, padded and capped
armrests offer patient comfort while still allowing for the caregiver
to reposition the patient during therapeutic treatment. The recliner
is built with Flexsteel’s exclusive Patent-Pending DualFlex™ Spring
System to provide the utmost comfort and dependable durability for
long-lasting performance over time. Flexsteel’s FDA Registered
Device status assures the caregivers and patients of a safe, reliably
tested product.
“DualFlexTM” Spring System
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Treatment Recliner A1382-TREC
1. Durable swivel and laminate front tray gives
the patient a steady surface for eating meals
and/or placing personal belongings. Tray
swings outward and adjusts in height from
1 to 3 inches. Rated at a 40-pound weight
capacity and available in three wood finishes:
ebony, mahogany, and natural.
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2. Telescoping, slow-descending stainless steel
IV pole features a durable, smooth extension
from 33 to 60 inches. IV pole is available for
placement on either or both sides of the
recliner..
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3. Infinitely adjustable fingertip recline allows
patients to recline from three positions
(right, left, and rear). Provides patients and
caregivers easy access for lay-back comfort
and prevents caregivers and patients from
leaning over to pull unattractive, spaceconsuming levers.
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4. Durable lock-up-and-release laminate side
trays give caregivers and patients easy access
to treatment or personal items. Rated at a
20-pound weight capacity and available in
three wood finishes: ebony, mahogany,
and natural.
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5. Heavy-duty thermoplastic 4-inch Tente®
casters (two front directional-locking and
two rear-swivel) allow for a safe, smooth and
lightweight transfer. Rated at a 400-pound
weight capacity.
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6. Trendelenburg foot release actuator on both
sides of the recliner allows caregivers quick
and easy access when needed.
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7. Textured slide-out foot support system
allows patient leg relief during transfer
or rest.
8. Rubber-coated anti-microbial push
bar affords caregivers comfortable
transportation of patients.
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Dimensions are subject to variance • Visit www.FlexsteelAcuteHealthcare.com for the most recent product information.

